


A&M INTRODUCTION



ASIAD Compliance

At A&M, we value safety and quality 
standards as a top priority. We have had 
some of our products tested in a bomb 
blast environment to ensure they meet 
ASIAD Compliance. 

The certificate illustrates the products 
that have passed the test, which all meet 
ASIAD safety regulations to ensure the 
safety of customers in vulnerable areas 
such as airports and concert venues.

We aim to continue improving customer 
safety by carrying out further tests on our 
products in the future. 



PURCHASING AND INSTALLMENT 





Our magnet barrier attaches to 
a 2mm plate which is stuck to 
the ground, allowing for 
easier access for the purpose 
of cleaning and avoiding 
causing damge to f

Contains one magnet in the 
base of the barrier with a load 
capacity of 130kg.

loorspace

A&M BARRIERS



All our barriers are ASIAD
compliant ensuring the
maximum safety of the
pedestrian 

All barriers are made from
furniture quality steel

Ideal for airports, pubs, clubs, 
cinemas and cafes. 

Easily maneuverable 
retractable posts

All our barriers are British 
made.

All retractable barriers can be 
rented and second hand 
barriers are available upon 
request



PERSONALISATION





FIXED SYSTEMS

Our perspex screening
systems, gate systems
and fixed queueing
systems can be glued
to the ground to avoid
permanent damage to
f oorspace.l

Can also be fixed to the
ground using bolts if
more appropriate.



Perspex screens
systems create wind
protection

Are available in a
range of colours and
sizes to meet your
design needs

Create enclosed 
areas with

combination doors/
locking gates made 

to your requirements. 
Ideal for use in

systems/areas of 
high security.

Ideal for both
outdoors and inside
around restaurant
seating areas etc.

We can make any fixed queue 
system to meet your
requirements, colours etc.

Magnet quick release 
clips - emergency exit 
push and go.

FIXED GATE SYSTEMS

FIXED QUEUEING SYSTEM



Can be designed and 
printed to your 
requirements





ENVIRONMENTALLY GREEN






